Land Distribution

- 80% of the U.S. population own no land at all.\textsuperscript{1}
- Though over 60% of the land in the United States is privately-owned,\textsuperscript{2} the wealthiest \textbf{half-a-percent own 35.6%} of this & the wealthiest \textbf{10% own nearly 80%}.\textsuperscript{3} The remaining land is owned by the Federal Government (29%), State & local governments (9%) & Native American territories (2%).\textsuperscript{4}
- There are \textit{at least 3.5 million} homeless people, \textsuperscript{v} but there are \textbf{over 18.5 million} “people-less” homes.\textsuperscript{vi}

Income Inequality & Unemployment

- The Great Recession of 2007-2009 has left, as of July 2011, \textbf{13.9 million} people without jobs, nearly half long-term, \textbf{8.4 million} working part-time involuntarily, and an additional \textbf{2.8 million} unemployed who have stopped looking because they believe there are no jobs for them.\textsuperscript{vii}
- Wages have been stagnant or decreasing for most U.S. households over the past 30 years,\textsuperscript{viii} the median family income \textbf{falling 5%} between 1999 and 2009.\textsuperscript{ix}

Rising Rent & Mortgage Burdens

- The market cost of a home rose severely before “crashing” (188% between 1997 & 2006,\textsuperscript{x} declining 30% since 2006\textsuperscript{x}), while rental prices are currently on the rise, with a 7.12%, 2.59% and 3.75% increase in studio, 1-, and 2-bedroom apartments (2011).\textsuperscript{xi}
- 78% of all U.S. households pay banks or landlords for the use of their home, roughly 32% as renters & another 46% as owners with outstanding mortgages.\textsuperscript{xii}
- Mortgage debt has increased \textbf{890%} since 1980\textsuperscript{xxv} (by 2009, it reached a \textbf{$14 trillion} all-time high\textsuperscript{xv}). Presently, homeowners are \textbf{$709 billion} underwater (owe more than their home’s market value).\textsuperscript{xvi}
- The number of severely rent-burdened households (where rent is more than 50 percent of income) has jumped to \textbf{26 percent} of the nation’s families and moderate rent-burdens (where rent is more than 30 percent of household income) impacts \textbf{52 percent}.\textsuperscript{xvii}
- \textbf{1 in 3} households are unable to afford basic adequate housing and a conservative estimate of non-housing essentials (this is nearly \textbf{50%} of renters & \textbf{25%} of homeowners).\textsuperscript{xviii}

Massive Displacements

- \textbf{8 million families} have lost their homes to foreclosure since 2007 & recent projections are that \textbf{8-10 million more} will join them before the “market bottoms out” (that’s \textbf{1 in 5} outstanding mortgages)\textsuperscript{xix}
- Over \textbf{650,000} families that received government rental assistance have been forcibly moved since 1996 because of privatization & deregulation policies.\textsuperscript{xx}
- Roughly \textbf{40 million} renters moved in 2009 (root causes vary & are largely unknown).\textsuperscript{xxi}

Federal Government’s Contributions

- \textbf{$16 trillion} of taxpayer money has been spent to bailout banks (for mortgage investments).\textsuperscript{xxii}
• **$304 billion** of taxpayer money is lost each year to tax cuts for wealthy homeowners (75% goes to the Richest 20% and 25% to the 1%), compared to **$33 billion** spent on rental assistance for low-income families.xxiv

• Only 1 in 4 “eligible” families in need of rental assistance ever receive it. xxv The average wait for rental assistance is **5 years.** xxvi

• The federal government has continuously issued major cuts in these safety net programs for the past 30 years, as well as related funding made available to local governments, while increasing funds for private re-development projects & tax-cut programs with limited regulation (e.g. HOPE VI, CNI, & RAD demolitions, and low-income housing tax credits).xxvii Almost **300,000** public housing units have been demolished to date and public housing has been left with a **$20-30 billion backlog** of capital needs, which the government argues justifies major privatizations.xxviii

• **At least 250,000** of the “people-less” homes throughout the United States are currently owned by federal agencies (that insured mortgages & receives foreclosed homes in exchange for these payouts). xxix The government plans to sell these properties “in bulk” (est. $1 billion sales each) to “market participants” with the “financial capacity.”xxx

---
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